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ABSTRACT 

A pilot study was carried out to examine the influence of fire safety requirements and external wind on th 
performance of ?aturally ventilated mul�-s�orey buildings in which the external envelop is dynamical!; 
insulated. Fresh air was supplied to the butldmg through the envelope by depressurisation, using a fan-driven, 
ducted ex�ct �ystem. Prototype 3, 4, 5 and 10 storey b�ildings, all sharing the same rectangular floor plan, 
were studied usmg a spreadsheet model. From the analysis the effects of wall porosity, depressurisation level 
extract system deployment, occupant density and distribution, and building orientation have been quantified 

' 
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INTRODUCTION & BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

Dynamic insulation describes a class of construction materials that provide heat insulation and which are also 
perme�ble �o the passage of gas and vapour (Taylor and Imbabi, 1998a. Bartussek, 1989). The use of dynamic 
insulation m sm�ll b�ildings is

. r�lativelr st�aightforward (Taylor and lmbabi, 2000). The pracu�I 
conseque�ces of ms�l!t�g dynamic msulatton m larger, more complex buildings are less obvious, however. 
The .ques�on of ventilation anal

.
y�is and design for a dynamically insulated multi-storey building, taking into 

constd�ratton the e�trem� cond1ttons of fire and the pressure variations on the external envelope caused by 
wmd, �s addressed m this paper. Unlike single storey, single zone low occupancy buildings (Taylor and 
Imbab�, 1998a), smoke contro

.
l m large multi-zone buildings is a complex matter. Wind and smoke control 

strategies are essential factors m determining the depressurisation level of the building and the air permeance 
of the wall. 

A simple layout �f roo
.
ms arranged to ei�her side of a central co�ridor that opens on to a stairwell, typical of 

many offi�e b�1ldmgs, is assumed - see Figure 1. A fire door leading to the stairwell at the end of the corridor 
defines this suite of rooms as a fir� zone: The materials forming the envelop include plasterboard, thermal 
block, fi?�eboard, cellulose-based msulat1on, etc, and were assigned measured values of thickness, density, 
permeability, permeance and pressure drop reported in (Bartussek, 1989. Taylor�, 1996). The building was 
as

.
sumed to h�ve

. 
50% g�az!ng, and door panels were assumed to be 2.0 x 0.9 m. In assessing the influence of 

wmd on ventilation, but!dmgs of 3, 4, 5 and 10 storeys have been investigated. The floor to floor distance 
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between the stories is taken to be 3.6 m and the internal floor to ceiling height is 3.0 m. The gross plan area 

of the building is 34.0 x 14.0 m. 

With dynamically insulated buildings it should be feasible to eliminate extract ductwork by using the corridors 

�stairwells for venting air, provided it is not contaminated by smoke from fices or cigarettes, and toxic or 

an pleasant chemicals. For a speculative multi-storey building, however, it can be shown that the strategy 
uo 

ults in an uneconomic.-il loss of floor space. In our analysis, the following ventilation and fire safety 

n:�tegy has been adopted. It will be shown that in order to ensure the minimum ventilation is achieved, each 

�om needs be depressurised to approximately -100 l'a. The extract ducting arrangement required for this is 

shown superimposed in Figure 1. In order to avoid problems with the opening of doors the corridor and 

stair well will also be depressurised. These ducts feed ventilation shafts in the stairwell. This high level of 

dcpressucisation is also required to overcome the pressure loss in the extoct ducting and wind loading. 

Fig. 1. Floor plan of the building. 

FIRE SAFETY CONSTRAINTS 

The fire authority, insurance companies, property developers, financiers and the building control authority 
require that measures be taken to ensure that escape routes are maintained free of smoke. In addition, 
insurers and owners will wish to confine the fire within specified zones, for obvious economical reasons. An 
important question is whether the methods of fire control and smoke venting employed significantly assist in 
reducing the spread of fire pending t11e arrival of the fire brigade. In addition, would the means of escape of 
persons within the building be assisted by the latter (CIBSE, 1986)? In the United Kingdom guidance is 
provided in Fire Precautions in the Design of Buildings, BS 5588 Part 3: Code of Practice for Office Buildings 
(BSI, 1983), and Part 9: Code of Practice for Ventilation and Air Conditioning Ductwork (BSI, 1989). 

The rate of smoke generation, even by a small fire, is considerable. The mass flow of �moke, M, generated by 
flames at temperature T (K) from a fire with perimeter P (m) is (Butcher and Parnell, 1979) 

3;( T )Yi M = 0.096Pp0y12 g; (1) 

where p0, T0, are the ambient air density and temperature respectively, andy the height of the bottom of the 
smoke layer above the floor. The volume rate of production of smoke from a fire at a temperature of 1100 K 
in a waste paper bucket (0.3 m diameter) in a room 3 .0 m high is initially 10,000 m3 /h. For a tabletop fire, the 
rate of production will easily be three times greater. These rates are far in excess of what the ordinary extract 
vent system is designed to handle, and so its continued operation will not halt the spread of smoke to other 
parts of the building. The extract vent system must therefore be shut down in case of a fire. In an airtight 
room, the fire would soon extinguish itself. With air permeable walls, however, the fire could continue to be 
supplied with oxygen and burn for longer. 
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Any method for smoke control that is proposed must meet the basic criteria that everybody must be able get into a protected escape route within 21/2 minutes. The designer must ensure that vent air movem�nt �o 
away from escape routes, to prevent smoke from obstructing the exit of occupants. In a building with v 15 high ceilings, the corridor itself could be used as a smoke reservoir (I3utcher and Parnell, 1979). but if roe.: are accessible only from one corridor, that corridor should not be used to vent air. The use of motorised Ere dampers in ventilation ducts allows the fire Brigade to choose whether to vent smoke or not. How<:vct 
another w�y of ensuring stairways remain fr�e .of smoke during a fire i� to maintai� t�e stairwell at po�itiv; pressure with respect to the rest of the bmldmg (BSI, 1978). Reversmg the venttlatton fan direction and feeding the air only into the stairwell and corridors could be used to achieve this, provided the dampers isolating each room remain shut with no leakage. 

In order for the doors to be easily opened, this positive pressure would be limited to 50 Pa. To limit the leakage of air directly to the outside the stairwell and the corridor walls would have to be of low permeability conventional construction. The air supplied to the corridors must pass easily out through the external walls so that the major pressure drop occurs across the room doors, to prevent leakage of smoke into the corrido. With a 15 Pa buoyancy pressure generated by the fire (Zickerman, 1992) a reasonable design objective would be to try and achieve a 45 Pa pressure drop across the door and the balance (5 Pa) across the external wall. In a room without a fire the flow of air around the door and through the wall is given by (Awbi, 1991) 
Q = K dL(Pc - P, )°6 = K wAwPr (2) 

where P, and P, are the corridor and room pressures respectively, (Kw) the permeance, (Aw) area of wall, (K� leakage coefficients and (L) cumulative perimeter length for the doors. This can be re-arranged to 

(P.-P,)°'6-( �d� )P, = 0 (3) 
which can be solved by iteration. Equation (3) has solutions for P,of under 5 and 10 Pa for raw values of/>, 
of 2 Pa-0.< and 1 Pa·•.< respectively. This can be used to calculate the required leak tightness of the door for nny 
given door size, permeable wall area and wall permeance. Thus, if the corridor is pressurised at 50 Pa, the door 
perimeter is 5.8 m, permeable wall area 10 m2 and wall permeance 0.1 m3 / m2hPa, the doors leakage coefficient 
needs to be less than 0.16 m3 /mhPa06 for 10 Pa pressure drop across the wall. 

Permeable internal walls would not provide acceptable fire barriers. The buoyancy pressures (15 P�) 
generated by a fire in a sealed room would force hot, toxic gas through into adjacent rooms at ceiling !eve� 
increasing the ease with which fire will propagate. Although a permeable wall would filter out the rclati1mly 
large particles (-10 µm diameter) which are characteristic of smoke (Taylor and Imbabi, 1998b), invisible 
toxic gases could still overpower occupants in adjacent rooms. It may be that even air permeable external 
walls would need a means of excluding external air. To do this in a practical way means bring the air into the 
wall at a limited number of points rather than over the whole external surface. This would increase 1he 
pressure drop of tl1e air supply system, adding to cost and complexity. 

A ducted extract system is the only feasible option in a dynamically insulated multi-storey building. Such 
buildings need to be depressurised to -100 Pa or higher to ensure that air flow is inwards through the wall at 
all points in the envelope, to meet ventilation requirements. The absolute value of the depressurisation wiJl 
increase as the building height and ambient wind speed increases, and requires a ducted system, since using 
corridors would make airflows and pressures difficult to control as people use the building. The choice of mr permeance for the walls is confined to a narrow range. It transpires that the materials that could be used m_a 
permeable wall (Bartussek, 1989. Taylor tl.11.!, 1996) will result in an overall wall permeance of between 0.1 
m3 /m2hPa and I m3 /m2hPa. For simplicity and economy of construction, the permeance of the envelop 
needs to be uniform, and this has been assumed in the current model. 

THE EFFECTS OF WIND 

Changes in wind direction will naturally affect performance. To quantify the effects of wind speed, building 
height and the air permeance of the walls on depressurisation and occupancy pattern within the building, the 
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ffi · ts were calculated using the Swami and Chandra (1988) correlation for tall buildings. The pressure coe
effi

1c1
.
en 

as calculated at the midpoint of each external wall for every room. The e.xtemal 
ure co 1e1ent w . . V: . ecess pat that point is readily calculated from the wmd sp eed at roof height 1 using pressure • ( 1 ) P=C -pVh2 (4) 0 , 2 

· d e. m standard expressions (J\wbi 1991) for wind speed as function of height and local 'th v: csomnte 1ro · • . · d · fl WI • ' 
ed tO be urban in this case. The wind speed ac the reference site, V,!P is measure m at open 

terr:1m - assum . 
try Thus for a building of roof height z, 

coun . ' 
o.25 

V=0.�7 (��) V,.1 (5) 

· fl ti h t11e wall varies in direct proportion to the pressure difference across the wall, and the The air ow 1roug . 
internal pressure P, is arranged to be the same tn every room. 

RESULTS 

CIBSE recommend a minimum ventilation rate of 8 l/s/per�o�. The spreadsheet model used ass�mes single 

occupancy offices are located on the leeward side of the bu1ldmg. Pressure at the centr� of an extern� wall 
I· d epresentative of the external pressure for that room for airflow calculations. The maximum pane 1s assume r . 'd d b ·1 · The number of occupants is given by the airflow rate through the wall �1v1 e y vent! atton rate per person. 

maximum number of occupants for each location is summed to give th
0
e total nw:nbe: of occupants for �he 

whole building. Wind speed at Aberdeen that is likely to be exceeded 50 Yoo� the ti�e is 5.5 m/s. For design 
purposes, it is necessary �o calculate the required depressurisation a� the higher wmd spee? of 10 m/s to 

I acl'ty ·7he results of such calculations are shown m Table 1. At lower wmd speeds both ensure surp us cap · . . 
occupant density and depressurisation levels are reduced, m?re so for higher permean�e

. 
construction. 

Dynamically insulated buildings in excess of 10 storeys are not likely to be a practical proposition because of 
the very excessive depressurisation required. 

Table t. Occupant densities and depressurisations for a wind speed of 10 m/s. 

Building height (m) Permeance Maximum no Depressurisation 
(m3 / m2hPa} of occueants �a) 

1.0 2862 -98.7 
36.0 (10 storeys) 0.1 332 -121.3 

1.0 1030 -66.2 
18.0 (5 storeys) 0.1 142 -99.3 

1.0 722 -57.5 
14.4 (4 storeys) 0.1 110 -95.0 

1.0 454 -47.5 
10.8 (3 storeys) 0.1 82 -90.0 

Table 2 shows the number of occupants in each room of a 10-storey building with 0.1 m'/m2hPa wall 
pcrmeance at a wind speed of 5.5 m/s. Note that room 2 on th� 9th and 10th floors can only support 4 
occupants in this configuration, and the total number of occupants 1s thus reduced to 188. The average

. 
spac� 

allocation is 18 mz per occupant, which is generous by office standards. The extravagant space allocation o 
72 m1 per occupant for tile largest rooms is clearly uneconomical. 

Table 2. Pattern of occupancy in 10-stotey building. 

Room 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
No of occupants 4 5 3 3 1 
m2 / occueant 12 10 72 72 8 8 24 24 



The ventilation per occupant supplied to each room can be determined in a similar manner. for a 10 sro� buildin� wi.th a wall permeance of. 0.1 mJ/m2h�a the de�r�surisation required. at 10 m/s for minimum ventilation 1s -121 Pa. At the same ome, the ma.x1mum ventdatton rate per person increases from 14.9 co 309. l/s/person, and the average air change rate for the entire building increases from 0.39 to 0.62 ach. Even fo · modest 4 storey building the depressurisation required for the same conditions is -95 Pa. A less
c a 

depressurisation could be achieved by employing an external wall of permeance 1 mJ /m2hPa. Masonry bl0c; with the permeance of insulation would provide the perfect solution in this case. 

The depressurisation tl1at can be practically achieved depends on tile design of the extract ventilation system. Assuming a duct air speed of 1.5 m/s for me cases under consideration, the duct sizes on each floor would be 0.4 and 0.3 m diameter on the windward and lee<vard sides respectively. The entire network could be driven by a single extract fun, but the duct supplying such a fan would be of the order of 1.6 m diameter. Duer pressure losses rem.'lin at less than 0.08 -Pa/m, providing good flexibility in design and the option of workingat higher air speeds and tl1erefoce smaller duct sizes. 
To recap, the design issues highlighted when designing a dynamically insulated multi-storey building are: . 

Witli large depressurisation the envelope needs to be exceptionally air and watertight. At such pressures, water penetrating the envelope will be blown indoors. · 
Occupancy and usage of space within the building will be constrained by the available ventilation throug� the walls, which in turn depend on building geometry and prevailing wind conditions. The ventilation provided tlirough the wall is only an exact match to the ventilation required in a room at the design wind speed and direction. At other conditions, the majority of rooms will be over-ventilated. The de.pressurisation within each room needs to vary with wind speed and direction. This is relatively easy to achieve when the building is small and encloses a single open space. In comparrmentalis,ed buildings, it will require the dampers in the extract ducts to be controlled by a transducer m asucing the differential pressure across the external wall(s) of the room. 

Some of the limitations can be overcome. Enclosing the building within a wind barrier would eliminate the small pressure differences that occur over the envelope, and stop rain penetrating the envelope. Channels could be provided through the building; for example in the lloor, to equalise the pressures on windward nd leeward sides of the buildlng . Sud1 me'1Suces invariably lead to increased complexity of design and cost, and need to be assessed individual!)'. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Fire safety considerations suggest that a ducted extract ventilation system would be more appropriate than using the corridors for most building types. In case of a fire, the damper in the ventilation extract from eacli room should automatically shut. Although the ventilation extract plays no part in smoke control, the extract grille in a room cannot be placed in the optimum position for ventilation, which is opposite the external wall, since one must consider the implications for human safety. Therefore, a compromise position for the extract grille would be in the centre of tl1e room. Air permeable internal walls are unsafe because they will not prevent the spread of hot, toxic gases during a fire. 

For simplicity of construction, the permeance of the external wall should be tile same over tl1e whole envelope and in the range 0.1 to 1.0 mJ /m1hPa. Windows must always remain shut. This is essential for the correct operation of dynamic insulation and desirable in buildings where physical security is impocrant. The ventilation in a room could be controlled manually if required, by adjusting tile extract duct damper, but the urge to do so should be minimal in a building which inherently provides a high quality indoor environment. Main access doors to tl1e building need al.so to be leak-tight, so shoct of using an aiclock, revolving doors provide a practical solution. There are other important benefits in using dynamic insulation. Air permeable walls have the potential to filter particulate pollution and reduce outdoor noise (Taylor and lrnbabl, 199�b). In today's urban environments windows can be kept closed in summer witl1out compromising ventilation quality, to provide a quiet -and clean work environment for occupants and sensitive office equipment; 
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. . 1 0·0n also provides outside air without draughts. This is useful in winter, but its efficacy in D ;un1c msu a · b bl" h d yn. · fi h atmosphere in summer remains to e esta ts e · i:oviding a res p 
· ·n form examined in this paper could be easily ventilated by opening w�dows. In a deep The n:u:ro�v bu1�di 

� narnic insulation, air would need to be ducted from rooms at the peci�hery to .those at Plan building using y 
cl . hery must be pollution free and with low occupanon density. An e Thus rooms at le penp 

. . · ·b d h h £1 the centr . 
ti • vercomes tllese restrictions is use of a powus ceiling, with air d1str1 �te t roug o.or or �gem�nt 
l�h� ventilation s stems described are 100% fresh air systems. There ts no oppor.ttm 1ty to ce1hng voids. . f ti :/i air around the building to reduce ventilation heat loss and remove mtecnally rtCYclc 

a Jcop
��l��e� fro:� air. These desirable features could be incorpo�ted if the �uilding were fitted gtnerate faroc 

uiring additional outer cladding. This would not be as efficient as an internal ducted ceWlth a �v1ty, req 
sin· c.e tl1e warm air would lose heat to the outside via tile uninsulated cladding. 6rculat1on system, 

· how how d namic insulation could be applied in a cellular multi-sto
.
rey �ffi�e . block and 

��r:fi�1
: �esign consid�rations of fire safety and wind loading. The building height 1��m�ted ?Y th� ig 1 
• •  • to around 10 storeys, depending on the local climate and topography. e ocatto? ? 

dcp
ressuns

a
ll�:ork cocesses is also determined by tllese external factors, which constrain how space �1thm occubpanldts � 

d 
P
Also ventilation performance could be adversely affected by developments on adpcent the u1 mg 1s use · • 

1 H th n mber of · r which the building user and owner often have little or no contro . owever.. ere are a u sites, 
:

e
es In ci centre environments, chemical pollution and noise from motor vehicles �nd other sources adv� g

b ·1·d. ty
to be sealed and air to be supplied and filtered by mechanical systems. Air permeable wal�s require u1 mgs • · h d to air fulfil both of these requirements with less plant and lower energy requirements w en compare can . conditioned buildings, reducing the initial and runmng costs. 
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